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DepEd TV is a Philippine educational television channel of the Department of Education (DepEd) with the assistance of the Presidential Communications Operations Office (PCOO). It was launched on August 11, 2020 and began its test broadcast afterwards.

The DepEd Television Channel serves as substitute for learning since there is the presence of science and technology in today’s generation. Children are exposed to various electronic devices and social media website that provides academic support on their homework and activities. Relatively, television and radio stations accompany the parents in their academic lessons that is eventually tackled within the given programs flashed on television screen with regards to their favorite subject of all times.

Every learner can also navigate both traditional and technological resources in their academic learning by exploring its informative content, instilling its valuable impact and importing new skills in their bucket of possibilities.

As individuals, let both printed and visual resource materials become effective paraphernalia in fostering three domains of learning - cognitive, affective, and psychomotor skills in all aspects of life. This will also establish a responsible and active human being in this modern academic world.
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